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Climate change, new technologies and uses have ushered land transport to a new age  

and alternative energies such as electromobility are developed.

The rise of electric vehicles has been bolstered by regulations and performance improvements, 

resulting in greater autonomy, reduced battery costs, etc.

In its 2°C Scenario, the International Energy Agency expects up to 450 million different electric models 

to be on the global market by 2035 (100% electric or plug-in hybrid vehicles), accounting for a quarter 

of the world’s passenger vehicles in use.

There will be no one single mobility solution, as each type of energy comes with its own 

specific advantages and disadvantages, and will be used for the purpose it was built for. 

Electromobility will play a crucial role in future mobility, and Total will be contributing to 

developing this energy type. Fossil fuel and alternative energies will  

be used alongside this.

This document should help you gain a better understanding of what electromobility is, what  

the challenges are for users, and what offers Total Group will be developing in the field.

Happy reading!
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What is electromobility?
ESSENTIALS1

Electromobility or electric mobility refers to the use of electric energy in transport.  

Broadly speaking, it refers to an entire ecosystem that encompasses electric vehicles as well as  

their charging infrastructures and associated services.

For every vehicle, an electric version
Over and above the electric cars designed for everyday medium-distance travel in and out of towns, 

a host of other vehicles now use electrical energy, including commercial vehicles, buses, scooters 

and even bikes.

How soon can we expect to see electric trucks on our roads?
Electric heavy duty trucks are currently being assessed for viability and first prototypes have already been 

trialed: expect to hear more on this over the next few years!

L’électro-mobilité , 
j’ai toutes

les informations !
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Electric vehicles
1

This brochure uses “electric vehicle” to refer to 100% battery-operated vehicles.  

The main difference between electric and combustion-powered vehicles is in the engine.  

Vehicles that need gasoline or diesel are powered by internal combustion engines that burn fuel,  

while electric vehicles use electric engines powered by electricity stored in a battery.

FUEL SUPPLY ENERGY STORED IN THE TANK INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

What about hybrid and plug-in hybrid vehicles? 
These have two engines: a combustion engine as well as an electric engine that allows it to be powered using 

electricity only over a short distance. For more information, see page 17.

Combustion-powered vehicle

Electric vehicle

POWER SUPPLY ENERGY STORED IN THE BATTERY ELECTRIC MOTOR

ESSENTIALS
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The battery:  
key to all electric vehicles

1

The battery stores the electrical energy the vehicle draws on to move. This smart tank controls 

performance, autonomy, charging times and the price of a vehicle.

The higher the battery 

capacity (measured in kWh), 

the greater the vehicle’s 

autonomy.

Battery charging speeds depend on initial 

charge level, size, the technology used 

and the amount of power acceptable  

by the car (22 kW, 50 kW, 150 kW, etc.).

What will the battery of the future look like?
The vast majority of batteries used to today draw on lithium-ion technology. 

Research continues to increase their capacity while reducing weight, bulk and cost.

False friends
• kWh measures the energy consumed by an electrical device over a given 

 period, while kW measures electrical power.

• The battery used for electric or hybrid vehicles isn’t the same as  

 the lead-acid battery used to start combustion engines and power  

 the radio or all other electrical devices in car.

ESSENTIALS

L’électro-mobilité , 
j’ai toutes

les informations !
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Where does the electricity  
come from?

1

Charging a vehicle is easy: simply plug it into a power socket.

You wouldn’t believe the complexity of what lies within!

Different sources of electrical energy

Did you know?
Electricity sources vary wildly by country, season and even time of day. At night, solar panels stop producing  

electricity, for example. In some cases, storage solutions to stock this intermittent energy are set up  

to maximise their use.

NUCLEAR SOLARFUEL OIL, COAL WINDNATURAL GAS HYDRAULIC

ESSENTIALS
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Why choose an electric vehicle?
1

Did you know?
In some European cities (Rome, Berlin, London, Paris), electric vehicles may end up being the only type 

permitted in the medium- to long-term future. Countries like France and the UK are even weighing up 

alternatives to stop sales of 100% gasoline or diesel vehicles.

Environment? Electric vehicles are exhaust-free as they do not emit any green house 

gas or any pollutants at tailpipe. Any potential emissions are related to electricity production 

activities. In terms of legislation and regulations, electric vehicles are among those most 

appreciated by local councils.

Comfort? Electric vehicles are incredibly quiet when driven at low speeds, as well as 

being highly dynamic and capable of major acceleration.

Savings? It’s cheaper to run an electric vehicle than a combustion-engine vehicle. 

Electricity is cheaper than conventional fuel options and electric vehicle maintenance  

more affordable. Users who spend a lot of time on the road can even offset the initial 

incremental cost.

ESSENTIALS
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The future for  
the electric vehicle market 

1

Spurred on by new releases launched by major car manufacturers, the electric vehicle market  

is growing, particularly in the US, China and Europe.

electric vehicles on the road 

at the end of 2016

*and 800,000 plug-in hybrid vehicles

electric vehicles 

sold in 2016

**and nearly 300,000 plug-in hybrid vehicles

 

electric vehicle market 

share in the passenger 

vehicle category

1. 2  million* 450 ,000** ≈ 0.5 %

A booming market
It’s estimated that by 2025, one out of every 20 vehicles in circulation in Europe will be electric, compared 

to just one out of every 200 currently.

Source: IEA - global EV outlook 2017, global figures at the end of 2016.

ESSENTIALS
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Driving an electric vehicle
IN PRACTICE2

On the surface, electric vehicles look exactly like combustion engine vehicles...

The difference is hidden away in the tank and engine.

Did you know?
The electric vehicle’s battery is covered by manufacturers’ warranties, with 80% autonomy guaranteed  

for 3 to 8 years depending on the manufacturer. Some manufacturers even offer a battery hire service.

Engine type

Energy storage method 

Fuelling 

Everyday 

maintenance

Electric vehicle

electric (power measured in hp or kW)

battery, capacity measured in kWh

recharge battery

• vehicle: tyres, brake pads, etc.

• electric engine: no maintenance

Traditional vehicle

internal combustion  

(power measured in hp or kW)

fuel tank, capacity measured in litres

fill up

• vehicle: tyres, brake pads, etc. 

•  combustion engine: spark plugs, 

lubricant, timing belt, etc.
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How autonomous are
electric vehicles?

2

The latest models offer real autonomy that ranges from 150 to 300 km* depending on journey 

type, driving style and whether or not you use air-conditioning and heating. New developments are rapidly 

pushing the boundaries of autonomy even further, and the best looks yet to come!

Example for a vehicle with a 40 kWh battery

Avoiding electric breakdowns
Just like gasoline- or diesel-fuelled vehicles, remaining autonomy is displayed on the dashboard. 

For long trips, drivers are advised to plan their route ahead of time and locate available charge points.

Journey travelling at an  

average speed of 130 km/h, 

outside temperature of -5 °C 

and heating on.

Journey travelling at an  

average speed of 130 km/h, 

outside temperature of 15 °C.

Journey travelling at an average 

speed of 70 km/h, outside 

temperature of -5 °C.

150 km 180 km 270 km

*Excluding Tesla

IN PRACTICE

L’électro-mobilité , 
j’ai toutes

les informations !
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Where do drivers charge
electric vehicles?

2

MAIN CHARGE CHARGE  
AT DESTINATION

LONG-DISTANCE 
CHARGE

GARAGES/AT HOME (PARKING LOTS)

SHARED RESIDENCE  
PARKING LOTS

INDIVIDUAL VEHICLES AND FLEETS  
AT CORPORATE CAR PARKS

SHOPPING CENTRES/ 
TOWN CAR PARKS

SERVICE STATIONS  
ON MOTORWAYS  
AND HIGHWAYS

STREET/PARKING LOT

The number of charge points or stations is growing every day to meet the growing number of electric 

vehicle drivers.

The vast majority of charging sessions is carried out at home or at the workplace, with charging run as  

a background task and in slow-charge mode.

 85% SLOW 
CHARGE  10%

SLOW TO 
ACCELERATED 
CHARGE  5%

FAST TO 
SUPER-FAST 
CHARGE

IN PRACTICE

L’électro-mobilité , 
j’ai toutes

les informations !
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How long does it take  
to charge a battery? 

2

Did you know?
Slow charge mode ensures the battery performs better for longer.

Slow charge 
(1.8 kW* to 7kW)

Accelerated 
charge 

(11 kW to 22 kW)

Fast charge  
(43 kW to 50 kW)

Super-fast charge** 
(over 150 kW)

Charge time  
per 100 km  
of autonomy

3 to 10 hours 1 to 2 hours 30 to 35 minutes 10 minutes

Vehicle autonomy 
after 30 minutes  

of charging
5 to 20 km 25 to 45 km 85 to 100 km 300 km

Main charge  
points

at home, at work  
and in public spaces

mainly in activity 
centers: car-parks, 

shopping malls, etc.

at service stations 
and some 

supermarkets

planned for roll-out across 
highways in Europe, 

particularly at service stations

*At home only. 
**Except Tesla, vehicles compatible with “rapid charge” mode will become available in 2019.

IN PRACTICE

Charge times depend on vehicle capacity and the electrical power (in kW) supplied via the socket. 

The lower the power, the more time required to charge a battery.
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Total’s electric mobility  
offers and services

2

At home and at work 

In France and Belgium, Total already offers private and professional

clients a range of solutions, including:

- green electricity at special prices

- a wallbox to charge the vehicle (installation, maintenance and operation)

- a mobile charging card to use at public charge points

- a smart billing system
 
For more information on these new services, please visit: 
- Belgium: lampiris.be and gas-power.total.be/fr/e-mobility 
- France: total-spring.fr

IN PRACTICE

In public spaces 
Total is adding to its range of professional Total and Eurotrafic cards 

with a new offer that gives cardholders access to a European network 

encompassing more than 60,000 different public charge points.

Did you know? 
Total already operates through its subsidiary PitPoint, a thousand downtown public charge points 

(mainly in The Nederlands). Find out more on: pitpoint.nl/en

https://www.lampiris.be/fr
http://www.gas-power.total.be/fr/e-mobility
https://www.total-spring.fr
https://www.pitpoint.nl/en/
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Shifting towards integrated mobility 
Total will be offering a connected service that allows users to track an 

electric vehicle’s energy consumption levels, irrespective of the charging 

point they use. Combined with the existing B to B solution, this should allow 

our customers to assess the impact of electromobility across their fleet.

To locate service station charge points and see a breakdown of our different solutions, head over to total.fr  
or check the TOTAL Services app.

REPORT

At service stations 

By the end of 2016, Total boasted around a hundred service stations fitted 

with fast charge points in Europe (France, Belgium, Luxembourg,  

the Netherlands, Germany).

The Group plans on rolling out a network of connected high-power  

chargers (minimum 150 kW) across 300 sites in the next few years.

This service will also be available via the e-Wallet feature in the TOTAL 

Services app.

2 IN PRACTICE

Total’s electric mobility  
offers and services
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How do users pay for
their charging?

Several new payment methods are currently being developed to allow clients to pay for their electric 

charges with simplicity, whatever the type of charge point they use.

FIND OUT MORE3

Did you know?
By European decree, all electric vehicle recharging services have been required to be interoperable since 

January 2017: all users must be able to charge their vehicles at charge points, whether or not they have  

a subscription with a mobility service provider.

Different methods already exist to pay 

a charging session, such as  

QR codes, texts, tokens, etc.

Clients can take out a subscription 

with a mobility service provider  

to consolidate all consumptions  

and receive regular bills.

Already available at many charge 

points, subscription management 

and charge point activation via  

a mobile app should soon be  

a widespread practice.

In the future, instant vehicle 

identification upon using a charge 

point should ensure automatic 

payment and billing. 
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Hybrid and plug-in hybrid vehicles: 
what’s the difference? 

3

Alongside 100% electric vehicles, models that combine aspects of both electric and combustion-engine 

vehicles are being developed:

Hybrid vehicles 
These combustion-engine vehicles are fitted with electrical engines and  

small-capacity batteries to start their engines, allowing them to move in  

100% electric mode at reduced speed, gaining in power as they accelerate.

• Electric autonomy: 5 km maximum. 

• Charging method: the battery recharges automatically when vehicle 

 slows down or at standstill.

Plug-in hybrid vehicles 
This is a hybrid vehicle with a higher capacity battery.

This vehicle type can be driven in 100%-electric mode,  

whatever the speed.

• Electric autonomy: a few dozen kilometres.

• Charging method: deceleration and standstill are not enough  

 to charge this higher capacity battery.

 The battery must be plugged into a charge point.

FIND OUT MORE
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Choosing the right charge point
3

In order to ensure that all electric vehicle drivers are able to plug the battery in, whatever their vehicle’s socket 

type, TOTAL’s service station charge points offer all types. To date, there is no single global standard for this.

Fast (43-50 kW) and super-fast (≥150 kW) charge points 
These charge points are equipped with several different cables. Users simply choose the one that  

fits the socket on their vehicle.

Slow and fast charge points (≤ 22 kW) 
Not equipped with cables. Users need their own cable, to be plugged into the side  

of the vehicle and the charge point.  

The Combined 
Charging  
System (CCS)
European standard 
for continuous load 
charging.

Plug Type 2 
Designed for alternative 
current charging (power 
< 43 kW) and used in 
continuous current mode 
by Tesla.

 Chademo plug 
Standard used by  
Japanese  
manufacturers.

FIND OUT MORE

L’électro-mobilité , 
j’ai toutes

les informations !

Did you know?
To ensure users can plug their vehicles in irrespective of the sockets on each individual charge 

point, electric vehicles are sold with one or several cables available to buy as add-ons.  

We recommend asking for advice from a car dealer.
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All aboard electric buses
3

Used for many years now in public transport, and particularly for trams, electricity is gradually being 

extended out to buses, as towns and cities seek new ways of reducing local pollutants emissions,  

exhaust fumes and noise.

Did you know?
Charging power at bus stops can reach incredibly high levels (> 300 kW) and is done via the roof or floor  

thanks to systems that connect directly to the bus.

towns, cities and outskirts

diesel and electricity

while driving

Use

 Energy

Charging  

mode

town and city centres

electricity

at bus depot

towns, cities and outskirts

electricity

very high power, at bus stops 

when passengers are alighting/

disembarking, and/or at bus line 

terminals/at bus depots

HYBRID BUS 100% ELECTRIC  
SHORT DISTANCES BUS

100% ELECTRIC  
MEDIUM DISTANCES BUS

FIND OUT MORE
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Total is a major energy player committed to supplying affordable energy to a growing population, 
addressing climate change and meeting new customer expectations.

Those commitments guide what we do. With operations in more than 130 countries, we are a global 
integrated energy producer and provider, a leading international oil and gas company, and a major player 
in low-carbon energies. We explore for, produce, transform, market and distribute energy in a variety 
of forms, to serve the end customer.

Our 98,000 employees are committed to better energy that is safer, cleaner, more efficient, more innovative 
and accessible to as many people as possible. As a responsible corporate citizen, we focus on ensuring 
that our operations worldwide consistently deliver economic, social and environmental benefits.

Our ambition is to become the responsible energy major. 
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